


DAN

Temple Isaiah is a truly amazing place.

Whether it’s the learning, the community, the holidays, the services…it has given so 
much to so many over the years.



DAN

But Temple Isaiah is not an island.

We exist within a world that is in flux.

Compared to when Isaiah was founded, or when we found our last senior rabbi, or 
even just 10 years ago, the world has changed.

Diversity among Jews is increasing.
Jews are thinking differently about how they identify with religion and Judaism’s 
institutions. The reform movement is constantly in flux as a result.
We live apart more than ever before. Much research has pointed to the breakdown of 
community institutions.
Intermarriage is increasing
Technology is ubiquitous
Our population is increasingly justice-minded
And we are all so, so busy

Depending on how you look at these changes, they are either dire threats or 
incredible opportunities.



KARYN

We choose optimism.

We are presenting to you today, because we look at these changes and we want to 
embrace them.

We have set up this project because we want to continue to thrive. We want to 
become even better.

We want to harness what is so great about Isaiah, reflect on the world around us and 
chart a course to a future that allows us to:
Become stronger
Think big
Be more innovative
Be more intentional and wise in our decision making
Remain financially healthy
Find the next senior rabbi
And ensure that whatever we do aligns with the needs of this community

These are the reasons why this project exists

So what exactly is this project doing?



KARYN

To address those objectives, SOF@TI aims to complete a Vision and a Strategic 
Plan.

Our Vision is our Destination. It is a bold and audacious goal we want to achieve. A 
mountain we are setting out to climb. It shouldn’t be easy. But it is something that 
when we achieve it, we know we have.

And we should note, the Vision will directly inform our search for a new Senior Rabbi. 
There will be plenty of room within the Vision for our new rabbi to shape our future, 
but by crafting it now, it will help us find a rabbi that’s right for us.

Our Strategic Plan is what we do to make sure we get to our destination. It includes 
plans and priorities. Decisions about what resources we’ll need and what investments 
to make. And it should also inform how we organize, structure and work together so 
that we can remain innovative and agile throughout our journey.

The team we have set up and the work we are doing right now is the Vision piece. We 
need to do this first and aim to have it done by early Fall. The work you will see today 
is the first Phase of Visioning--Discovery.

We do Discovery because It can be difficult to think creatively about the future. 



Sometimes we can only see as far as the hill we are already on…or the ones right 
around us. It’s difficult to picture the other mountains. We are very used to thinking 
about our temple in a particular way: it’s a building, in a specific place, it has certain 
things going on inside, we contribute financially in certain ways, etc. 

But if we are going to address those questions on the last slide, we need to think 
differently. There is a way to do that.



KARYN

The key is to focus NOT on WHAT the temple is, but WHY it exists. Focusing on the 
people it serves, rather than the thing itself, allows us to build on the past while we 
embrace the future:

Why do people participate?
Why do they show up?
What are they hoping to get out of it?
What needs is the temple meeting?

This project seeks to understand the roles and responsibilities of 
the temple in people’s lives so that we can reimagine the activities, 
services and experiences to ensure they each provide what we 
each need, want and seek.  

To do this, we need to hear directly from the source: ourselves...the 
people who make up our community.  

What exactly do we need, want and seek?  



Well, let’s have a listen.





DAN

So that’s a taste of the key findings and themes we heard from you. We hope you 
found them interesting and intriguing, if not, perhaps, moving.

We will talk in greater detail about these findings later in this presentation…in the 
“What We Learned” portion. 

But before we do, we will share our journey so far

Afterwards, we’ll talk about what comes next



DAN

We want to begin by sharing a bit about the actual work we did so that you have a 
better appreciation of where the findings come from



DAN

We are so very proud of the team we have on this project.

It is led by Karyn Cohen & myself. Together we bring deep expertise in the processes 
we are using for the project itself as well as the changes taking place in the Jewish 
community and the novel programs and solutions other organizations are bringing to 
bear.

We’ve hired Robyn Bolton, an expert facilitator of innovation to guide our team. She is 
a top-notch consultant and is being extremely generous with her time…and beyond 
helpful!

And the rest of our team brings a diversity of background and experience, from past 
temple leadership, to community outreach, to Jewish organizational leadership, to 
deep management experience…all of which are critical for our journey. 

This group is committed to listening deeply to community members, exploring a wide 
range of ideas, tensions, and challenges, and leading our community to think big and 
ambitiously. 



DAN

Our first step was to be able to produce a rich, nuanced and reflective understanding 
of the people that make up our congregation.   We wanted to understand what draws 
people to Jewish communities and what keeps them coming back. We decided that 
familiar market research methods, like surveys, are not up to this task.

Instead we chose a well-established research methodology, favored by 
organizations looking to discover how they can make significant 
changes. In pairs, we performed qualitative interviews with Temple 
Isaiah members, former members and potential members to learn about 
them, their backgrounds, their Jewish lives, what is most important to 
them, and some of their experiences with Temple Isaiah. Such a 
qualitative approach and spending meaningful time with a small 
group of people provides deeper insights upon which we could 
build. In addition, we buttressed these learnings with several focus 
groups to explore the needs of particular groups and to involve 
more people.



KARYN

We solicited names from Temple leadership, clergy, teachers, and 
volunteers with the goal of interviewing a cross section of people 
from across the stages of life, from different backgrounds, and with 
different connections or experiences at Temple Isaiah.  

Our goal was not to statistically sample members (if for example, the temple is 35% empty nesters, it isn’t important 
that 35% of our interviewees be empty nesters). Instead, the goal is to hear a wide variety of views that represents 
the diversity of temple Isaiah and to search for common themes.



KARYN

The team then went through each and every interview and 
categorized the comments, quotes, observations, stories and aspirations into 
buckets. In the lower left you can see a snapshot of a 30+ page 
document that contains interview excerpts organized by categories. 
We kept looking at the information from different angles. We hung it 
on the wall and recut and recategorized. We looked for themes and 
patterns, and distilled what we were hearing. We did this iteratively 
as a team, until we felt like we had something that truly reflected what you told us 
was important.



KARYN

So let’s talk about what we heard and learned.



KARYN

As you saw in the video, this is the central question we sought to answer.

If we can understand why people seek out and join Jewish communities, we can 
know what Temple Isaiah must deliver and that gives us the foundation on which to 
imagine a future vision.
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KARYN

As you also heard in the video, you told us about four main needs you have from 
Jewish communities.

Being: this is about identifying as a Jew. You told us very clearly that Judaism is not 
just a belief system, it is identification as part of a people.
Belonging: we all have a need to truly connect and be part of groups where we feel 
connected; this is a critical need that we can serve
Elevating: there is a desire to be a better person; to find ways to improve on how we 
engage with the world;
Experiencing: and finally, we want to feel feelings that other parts of our life just don’t 
offer and we look for those from our Jewish communities

These are the top-level descriptions of each need.
But each need in turn is made of specific desires at the next level down.
Let’s dive into each in turn.
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KARYN

There are four specific ways in which people said they are looking to establish and 
maintain their identity as Jews

First is Tradition: the practices of going to Services, celebrating holidays, 
learning/speaking/singing Hebrew and participating in Life Cycle events (bris, B’nai 
Mitzvah, marriage ceremony) are all very important ways of identifying as Jewish. The 
traditions involved in these practices are often imbued with strong memories that help 
people connect to their Jewish identity. In our interviews with you, we heard many 
personal stories about the importance of these moments, from families gathering at 
Passover, to the important “time out” Shabbat provides, to the joy of celebrating B’nai 
Mitzvah.

Next is Culture: there are many elements to Jewish culture beyond the Traditions, but 
in particular, we heard about Food and Humor. To a certain extent, these are already 
part of what we do at Temple Isaiah, but this finding suggests we can look for even 
more opportunities to integrate them.

Memory: We heard from you that you identify as Jewish people through the stories 
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that we share and pass on. These are the Torah Stories and the meaning and 
lessons they have as well as our history as a people who have survived incredible 
hardship. So many of you talked about the stories within your families…what your 
parents, grandparents or great parents did to maintain their Jewish identity and how 
you look to honor that going forward.

And finally, even those of us who don’t have their own kids or grandkids spoke about 
the need to pass on all those other three diamonds to the next generation. Seniors in 
our community spoke of the desire to connect to younger generations. And of course 
parents seek out Temple as a partner in passing on Judaism to their children.



KARYN

You made it very clear that a sense of belonging was a key reason why you sought 
out other Jews and Jewish communities.

But that’s a big word. What specifically did you mean? We heard three very specific 
needs.

The first is that belonging stems from joining a community where you see yourself 
reflected in it…people who share a common experience or values. Many of you said 
that you feel you share these with other Jews and therefore seek them out for a sense 
of belonging.

You also told us that your bond to communities strengthen when you are truly seen 
and valued for what you uniquely bring and contribute. People with some of the 
deepest bonds to our community have built them this way. We also heard stories of 
people who have lost their connection to our community because they have offered 
what they have only to be rejected. This poses a big question to us as we move 
forward: how do we make Temple Isaiah an easier place to contribute to?
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And finally, friendships. This is something different. This is finding that smaller circle 
of people who become your group not just at the temple but beyond it. A young mom 
with her kids in our religious school told us about how hard she finds it to make 
friends as an adult and how this will be the one thing that determines how active she 
remains in the temple. We shouldn’t read this as our congregation asking Temple 
Isaiah to be a social hub as other temple’s have positioned themselves, but the 
question remains about whether we are giving people enough opportunities for this 
and how such opportunities differ from what we do today.



DAN

Next is Elevating. You told us that you turn to Jewish communities because they can 
help you lead the life you want to lead, to essentially be a better person.

There were two specific ways you were looking to do so.

The first is spirituality. Many of you are looking to have more spirituality in your lives. 
You told us that spirituality means two things: First, it means feeling connected to 
something larger and more meaningful. And second, it’s about reflection—true, deep, 
honest reflection—by yourself or in partnership with others—about the meaning and 
purpose of your own life. We heard stories of many ways you find spirituality from 
books and podcasts, to support groups, to—yes—religious services.

The second is living your Jewish values. There is a broad recognition that part of 
Judaism is a value system. It’s not just the traditions and the rituals and the 
memories. There is a belief that Judaism provides a unique moral framework for 
living. And one of the reasons you seek out temples or other Jewish communities is to 
help you actualize these values. After all, with everything going on in our lives, it’s 
easy for this to get lost in the melee. So we hear that you are seeking help to stay this 
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course. Not just intellectually understanding your values…but living them. And 
specifically, we heard you asking to bring 5 distinctly Jewish values into your lives: 
Repairing the world, Lifelong Learning, Questioning, Moral Courage, And Being A 
Good Neighbor. I recall one interviewee who talked about this in reference to their 
kids: they joined Temple Isaiah so their kids will have a community and a moral 
framework to turn to for answers when their kids don’t want to turn to their parents. 
We heard about the pursuit of knowledge and the wrestling with questions 
repeatedly…and many of you expressed great appreciation for both the youth and 
adult learning opportunities at Isaiah. Or, finally, the quote you heard in the 
video…about how Judaism gives people a “way in” to address issues that otherwise 
seem insurmountable. These are all examples of the actualization of values you said 
you were seeking.



DAN

Finally, we have Experiencing. This is a slightly different category. These are feelings 
people want to experience. We can think of these as intersecting with all the other 
needs…they are like characteristics that all we do must possess. So, for example, 
how do we make Tradition welcoming? How do we allow our social activities to allow 
people to feel authentic? 

The five feelings are:
I want to feel welcomed. No matter who I am, what I look like, where I come from, I 
want a community that is truly open to me. Like I am invited in. We heard that this is 
especially important for people who are less familiar with our traditions, Jews who 
haven’t practiced recently or the non-Jewish partner in an interfaith marriage. These 
folks may need an extra on-ramp to feel comfortable joining in and staying.
I want to feel authentic. I want to know it’s OK to be myself. We heard the word 
“pretenseless” repeatedly. In a world where we are managing “personal brands” half 
the time, it is a true privilege to be somewhere you can let that guard down.
I want to feel cared for. I want to know that Isaiah gets me and supports me. Whether 
it is a major life event like an illness or a death, or whether it just the day-to-day 
difficulty of life, we all seek-–and can offer—caring to our fellow community members. 
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I want to feel calm. People want a place where they can go to breathe. A respite. An 
oasis.
I want to be moved. I want to be lifted up. I want to be inspired. I want go somewhere 
and be a part of something where something inside of me will be stirred. I want a fire 
lit.



DAN

So this is the combined picture of what you told us is important to you in a Jewish 
community.

This will be a critical guide for ourselves as we move forward. This is our touchstone.

Later parts of the project, especially a survey we plan to conduct, will help us 
understand relative priority and whether we should be leaning more in certain 
directions than others.
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DAN

But one of the challenges we felt was especially important to surface is that these 
needs show up in different ways for different people.

Let’s take an example, “Tradition + Welcome”. One person, for example someone 
who is less familiar, might find that traditional services are unwelcoming. A lot of 
Hebrew with little explanation may keep them at arm’s length, if not push them away. 
While someone else might feel exactly the opposite…that this was the door into 
reconnecting with Judaism.

In Jewish Values, some of our members may feel that the way to do this is to be 
taking a strong, public voice on political and societal issues, while others might feel 
that this, in fact, contradicts our values and that each congregant should find their 
own way.

And finally, with “Next Generation and Make Long Lasting Relationship” we hear from 
some people that their children and the school is their lens…as long as their kids are 
happy and gaining a Jewish identity, they are happy. While others want a more 
holistic experience, especially one that helps them be more social and meet other 
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people at a similar life stage.

As we start to shift from understanding needs to ideating what we want to do to serve 
them, there is a meta question worth grappling with “How might we set ourselves up 
so that serving this diversity of needs is not just feasible, but the secret to our 
success?”



DAN

So where do we go from here?
How do we start to translate this into action?



DAN

Let’s return to our process for this project:

Two pieces: Vision and Strategic Plan



DAN

As we’ve said, we are in the vision piece right now. It’s a three-phase project and 
we’ve just wrapped the first phase.
The next phase, Design, is about bringing the future to life through ideation and 
brainstorming. 
That will be followed by the third phase in which we’ll distill that insight into a cogent 
vision that can drive the strategic plan.

And, as I noted before, this plan also drives the Rabbinic Search. Our findings will be 
shared with that team and integrated into their work.

Now, Let’s talk about the next phases of this project in a bit more depth.



KARYN

So how is this going to work? How do we get to a Vision?

As you’ve seen, we have identified needs.

We have looked at these needs and translated them into a series of challenge 
questions…or How Might We questions…in areas where we felt like we heard we 
have the most opportunity to improve or be creative.

These How Might We Statements then become the basis of brainstorming and 
ideation. Through brainstorming (I’ll give you the specifics in a minute) we come up 
with lots of ideas. In the ideas we will find key themes or “big ideas”. Our team will 
distill these and then test them in a survey with the congregation to see what is 
resonating and what isn’t.

We will then take these results and from them craft a vision.



KARYN

So our immediate next step is to produce great ideas. As many of them as we can. 
And especially ideas that are not constrained by our vision of ourselves today.
We do this through brainstorming.
But brainstorming needs to be directed.
The tool we use for this is the How Might We question. These questions are built 
around particular needs where creative thinking can be most promising. We will be 
taking certain needs, or combinations of needs, and framing them into these 
challenge questions for you all to use as the basis for brainstorming. The box on the 
right is an illustration that shows what this will consist of: the challenge question on 
the top with information that helps you produce ideas to answer it: quotes from 
interviews, barriers, ideal solution characteristics and inspirational examples.



KARYN

Starting immediately after this meeting, we will be making these HMW’s available on 
our webpage along with information on three ways you can brainstorm.

EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF THE CONGREGATION IS INVITED TO 
PARTICIPATE.

We have created different brainstorming methods to serve the lifestyles and 
preferences of our diverse congregation.

At any time, if you have an idea, feel free to send it to us in an e-mail or leave us a 
voicemail at 800-419-5250…and I should note, you can also use these methods to 
share feedback on this presentation or our process in general.

We can also brainstorm on-line as an entire congregation. We have set up a tool 
called IdeaBoardz. This is a simple on-line tool (reachable through a computer or 
mobile device) that lets you contribute ideas, see other people’s ideas and work 
together to create even better ideas.

And finally, we are giving you the tools to have your own brainstorming session…with 
family, friends or temple group.



No matter how you would like to brainstorm…alone or together, anonymous or 
transparent, on-line or offline…we have a method for you.

This information is all available on our website now. You can start brainstorming 
immediately. And we will keep it open through June 25.



KARYN

Finally, it’s important to remember that the Vision is a step on our way to having a 
strategic plan.

Once we have finished brainstorming and distilled the results into a cogent Vision, we 
will use the Vision to drive strategic planning in the Fall. This is when things get real 
and tactical. We will set priorities, make key decisions and align resources so that our 
plan takes us to our Destination.



DAN

We hope that these results from Phase I resonate and are meaningful to you. You 
may feel free to also use the voicemail and e-mail to provide any feedback.

All this content is also posted on our website.

We hope that you will ponder it, internalize it, discuss it and…most importantly…use it 
to start generating ideas!

We can’t wait to hear them.
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DAN

On behalf of our entire team, Thank You!


